FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Lisa Kelley, 845-901-0244

LET’S FINISH THIS FILM! VIRTUAL FUNDRAISER ANNOUNCED FOR
DEEP LISTENING: THE STORY OF PAULINE OLIVEROS
OCTOBER 17, Kingston, NY - - On Saturday December 11, 2021, the Ministry of Maåt will
host a very special event—Let’s Finish this Film!—a virtual fundraiser for the completion of
Daniel Weintraub’s film Deep Listening:The Story of Pauline Oliveros.
THE DETAILS:
Saturday, December 11, 2021
7pm EST
The exciting evening, a celebration of Pauline Oliveros, will be presented by the Ministry of
Maåt, and live-streamed throughout the world from Roulette Intermedium. Special thanks
to Roulette for the generous donation of space and production support to raise $50,000
to bring their long time friend’s story to completion.
THE EVENING INCLUDES:
● A one-hour screening of an excerpt from the full, feature length film, containing
unique early footage of Pauline PLUS screening of two bonus shorts!
●

A live-streamed performance from the Roulette stage by the extraordinary flutist
and MacArthur Fellow Claire Chase, with acclaimed percussionist, Susie Ibarra and
noted electronic wizard, Senem Pirler. Daniel Wheeler and Anne Waldman,
acclaimed Poet of the Beat Generation, co-founder with Allen Ginsberg and Diane di
Prima of the Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics at the Naropa Institute in

●

Boulder, Colorado will offer Ear to Earth / Sky for Pauline Oliveros, as a powerful
poetic homage. These amazing performers will provide unique tributes to their
friend and mentor, drawing upon their own deep connections to Pauline and her
music.

●

An After-Party Q & A with the intrepid filmmaker Daniel Weintraub.

An opportunity to attend a festive VIP Watch Party on Zoom, to include virtual
pre-screening schmoozing with the filmmaker and IONE, along with many of
Pauline’s friends and colleagues.
TO PURCHASE TICKETS
$35 Students and Seniors
$40 Regular Admission

SUPPORT CATEGORIES
▪ Big Fan: $100 – VIP Watch party attendance
▪ Great Friend: $500 – VIP Watch party plus special thanks in program
▪ Pauline Pal: $1,000 – All perks plus live mention during event
▪ Oliveros Aficionado – $5,000 - All perks plus production credits
▪ Star Turn for Pauline: $10,000 – All perks plus special access to Film
Premiere and after party, including champagne toast and popcorn with other
producers.
THE BACKGROUND

“Deep Listening: The Story of Pauline Oliveros" has become a crucial conduit for passing
along wisdom as it tells the story of Pauline’s life as an iconic composer, performer, teacher,
philosopher, technological innovator and humanitarian.
The making of the film was cut short by the sudden passing of Pauline in November 2016,
followed by the many challenges of the pandemic year. Supporters of the film now hope to
reach a goal of $50,000 to complete the film in time to celebrate what would have been
Pauline’s 90th birthday on May 30, 2022.
HOW CAN YOU HELP?
● Make a donation
● Purchase tickets
● Share this press release with 3 people

ABOUT THE FILMMAKER
Filmmaker Daniel Weintraub is a writer, director and editor. As a broadcast and
commercial editor and compositor, Daniel has vast experience with a wide variety of
formats and genres. Daniel Weintraub graduated from the film program at Northwestern

University. He has worked with clients such as American Express, Canon, Comedy Central,
The Travel Channel, Fuse, Proctor and Gamble, HBO, NBC and MTV. Daniel has also edited
several feature length documentaries. Additionally, Daniel has acted as producer and
director on a variety of projects ranging from a documentary video for a school for children
with developmental disabilities, to a piece on underwater explorers using their expertise to
help protect the environment, to documentaries on rock bands. His films have featured in
festivals, museum exhibitions, and special events around the world.

ABOUT THE MINISTRY OF MAÅT
The Ministry of Maåt is a 501c3 Not-for-Profit Organization established in the State of New
York in 1997 by IONE and Pauline Oliveros. The Ministry is an international spiritual and
educational organization nurturing the ideal of a harmonious and balanced world
community through the support of spiritual and physical well-being. Toward this end, the
ministry sponsors literary and theatrical events and worldwide educational workshops and
retreats. PoP and MoM Publications. including the Pauline Oliveros catalog, as well as
performances, exhibitions, readings and other creative expressions are integral activities of
the organization.
Digital Press Kit with photographs and film clip: ministryofmaat.org/oliveros-presskit
Contact Lisa Kelley for interviews, and additional images: 845-901-0244
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